
MINUTES OF THE PLAN COMMISSION
PUBLIC MEETING OF
July 10,2017

I. CALL TO ORDER

The Plan Commission Public Meeting was called to order at 6:00 P.M. by President Thomas
Anderson at the Schererville Town Hall, 10 E. Joliet St., Schererville, IN.

A. Pledge Of Allegiance

The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.

B. Roll Call

Roll Call was taken with the following members present: President Thomas Anderson,
Vice-President William Jarvis, Secretary Gary Immig, Mr. David Jaroszewski, Mr. Drew
Thomas, Mr. Dale Rudd, and Mr. Tom Kouros. Staff present: Town Manager Robert
Volkmann, Planning Coordinator/Office Manager Denise Sulek, Recording Secretary
Norma Hollingsworth Rico, Attorney Alfredo Estrada, and Town Engineer Robert
Csanyi.

C. Approve Minutes of the Plan Commission Public Meeting of May 1,2107

Mr. Dale Rudd made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Jaroszewski and
carried 7-0.

D. Approve Minutes of the Special Plan Commission Public Meeting of May 15,2017

Mr. Drew Thomas made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Rudd and
carried 7-0.

E. Approve Minutes of the Plan Commission Public Meeting of June 1,2017

Mr. David Jaroszewski made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Drcw
Thomas and carried 7-0.

II. PUBLIC ACTION AND PUBLIC HEARINGS

A. P.e. Case #17-7-10
K & C DEVELOPMENT

General Location: 7771 U.S. 41 (East Side of U.S. 41, South of the Intersection of
U.S. 41 & 77th Ave.)

Petitioner(s): Kenneth S. Drenth

Request: Primary Approval of a 5-Lot (C-3) Highway Commercial Subdivision with
Waivers of the Storm Drainage Control Ordinance No. 1708 & I 708A, Title X,
Section 8: Entitled: General Detention Basin Design Regulations:

Item 13: The maximum planned depth of storm water stored
(without a permanent pool) shall not exceed four (4) feet

Item C: All storm water detention facilities shall be separated by
not less than twenty (20) feet from any building or structure to be
occupied

Item L: Provide thirty (30) feet of maintenance easement measured from
high water line around perimeter of basin, and approval of the U.S. 41
Commercial Corridor Overlay District Development Plan

Mr. Gary Torrenga from Torrenga Engineering in Munster represented the Petitioner.
The Petitioner Kenneth Drenth was also in attendance. Mr. Torrenga stated they are
proposing to develop the site on the east side of Indianapolis Blvd. south of Drenth's



Highway Garage and Storage and north of Stan's Auto Yard. Mr. Torrenga said that the
property has a high spot all the way back by the Norfolk Southern Railroad and generally
drains down to a low spot about a third of the way back on the north side of the property;
and from there it continues to a ditch on Indianapolis Blvd. on the east side. Mr.
Torrenga explained that they intend to use the low spot for their detention; and to use the
ditch for the exit of storm water.

Mr. Torrenga stated that the site will have four lots with an outlot area which will also be
used for detention; and that they intend to bring a cul-de-sac called Drenth's Dr. easterly
through Indianapolis Blvd. to service the entirety and also provide an ingress/egress
easement if something is ever developed at Stan's Auto Yard.

Mr. Torrenga stated that Lot 3 will be used for self-storage buildings; and that Mr. Drenth
also wants to build a 100' x 152' climate controlled building for storage near the entrance
of the cul-de-sac. Mr. Torrenga said that at this time, they don't know who will ask for
Lots 1,2 and 4; but they have provided sanitary, sewer and water service for those lots, in
addition to the total service for Lot 3. Mr. Torrenga said that the detention area is
designed to take in the entirely of the subdivision.

Mr. Torrenga pointed out that Page 3 of their plan shows the water main and sanitary
sewer layouts for this area; with the sanitary sewer running along the south side of the
cul-de-sac and will tie into the existing 15" sanitary sewer on the west side of
Indianapolis Blvd. Mr. Torrenga added that the water main will come in at the north end
of the property from the south then east and south again with an 8" main so that if there is
a stub if someone purchases and develops the other lots.

Mr. Torrenga then referred to the grading and drainage plan. Mr. Torrenga said that
because of the low spot, the grading will pick up the areas from the south, and west, and
east and take them into the detention area where it will be released down through
easements to the south boundary of the property that will come out with a 24" with one-
half inch at the bottom of the ditch at Indianapolis Blvd. Mr. Torrenga said that the key
is that the rate of flow will be far less than subsequent to the development and as it sits
right now.

Mr. Rudd asked how you get from the cul-de-sac back to Lot 3. Mr. Torrenga replied
that Lot 3 will stand alone and that it would all be storage there; with the majority of Lot
3 being asphalt. Mr. Rudd said he was talking about the traffic light; and that there is a
proposed chain link fence on the north side of the cul-de-sac. Mr. Rudd asked if they had
to back into that area to get to the storage facility. Mr. Torrenga said that there is an
entrance to the existing facility to the north. Mr. Drenth added that there will be a gate
off of the cul-de-sac. Mr. Rudd said the plan doesn't really show it going north and
asked if they would go in off of 77'h. Mr. Torrenga said that in between the first and
second storage buildings, one would go north; and that there is a twenty-five foot gap.

President Anderson said he had a couple of questions regarding Mr. Csanyi's engineering
notes on this project. Mr. Csanyi said that he took a look at the plans and sent a number
of comments; and that some were just for clarification for the site. Mr. Csanyi said he
would like to get a meeting together with Mr. Torrenga and discuss further what is being
proposed for the stonn sewer and detention for the site. Mr. Torrenga stated that he
looked over those comments; but that he didn't have the opportunity to respond. Mr.
Torrenga said that as far as the landscaping and lighting plan, they are not yet at that
point. Mr. Torrenga added that the landscaping and lighting plans will be included
whenever Mr. Drenth does his site plans for each individual lot. Mr. Torrenga said that
as far as the lighting plan for the streets, they can make up whatever they want; but that
NIPSCO will do whatever they want.

President Anderson asked if there were any comments from the Board. Mr. Jaroszewski
said that there were quite a few items on Mr. Csanyi's letter; and asked if they would all
be satisfied, and if he had in fact consulted with the Town Engineer.. Mr. Torrenga
replied that they just got the letter Friday and that they were discussed today; and that all
but the lighting and landscaping were satisfied.

Mr. Kouros asked if at this time, one would be able to access their storage box. Mr.
Drenth replied yes; and that there is a gate on the north side of the cul-de-sac. Mr.
Kouros asked for confinnation that they would need to come from the north to access
which Mr. Drenth confirmed.



President Anderson asked if the building would be sprinkled. Mr. Drenth replied yes.
Mr. Thomas asked if they would be putting any signage as there was none shown. Mr.
Drenth said there is a sign on the warehouse and that most likely he will be putting a sign
on Route 41 and on Lot 4. President Anderson asked if the sign would have the ability to
be a multi-tenant sign for whatever goes in on Lots 1,2, and 4, which was confirmed by
Mr. Drenth.

President Anderson opened the matter to the floor for questions or comments. Attorney
Estrada stated for the record the Proofs of Publication were in order. There being no
questions from the floor, it was retumed to the Board.

President Anderson asked if there should be a sign proposal with this even though there
were no tenants at this time. Mr. Volkmann replied that tonight's proposal is a
subdivision request; and that there is an incomplete site development review. Mr.
Volkmann said that this property being located within the Overlay District of U.S. 41 will
require a comprehensive development plan review by the Board at the time when they
have that assembled. Mr. Volkmann added that we are getting confused with uses rather
than just the plotting of the property. Mr. Volkmann stated that he has given a concept of
what he wants to do; and that when the plan is fully developed, he will provide more
signage, landscaping and lighting, and more building information and so forth. Mr.
Volkmann said that each one of these site plans will come in and do the same thing. Mr.
Volkmann said that does not need to be addressed tonight; as this is just the subdivision
portion of this development to plot the lots and address engineering and drainage
concerns. Mr. Volkmann said that at a future date when he has a more complete plan, he
can come back to a scheduled meeting.

President Anderson asked Mr. Csanyi ifhe was comfortable with Mr. Torrenga's answers
on the engineering. Mr. Csanyi replied yes, and that he feels they will be able to work
those out in the near future. Mr. Immig asked Mr. Csanyi who determines the
requirement of a left turn lane at U.S. 41. Mr. Csanyi replied that it would be an issue for
INDOT; and that he believes it was brought up by a commission member at the initial
review they had, so he wanted to include that in his comments if they need it. President
Anderson said he was aware they were talking about putting in a tum lane in the center,
but didn't know the time frame. Mr. Volkmann said that it is in design, but didn't know
the time line either. Mr. Volkmann said hc didn't know if this is far enough from 77lh
that you would avoid the turn lanes for 77lh Ave. on 41 in order to get the center turn lane
to accommodate southbound traffic at that juncture. Mr. Volkmann said he didn't know
how developed those plans were; but thought that American Structure point is engaged
on behalf of INDOT. Mr. Volkmann added that they just did the surveying within the
last one or two years; and that those INDOT projects can be in the hopper from five to ten
years. Mr. Drenth stated that he had read recently that the funds had been appropriated
for that; and thought it would be done within a couple of years. Mr. Volkmann said that
typically when a plan like that is being developed; they will approach the town for our
utility locates; and that he wasn't aware that we hadn't been solicited at all. Mr.
Volkmann said he does know there is something going on though.

Mr. Jarvis asked is they would have a cross easement at the point off of Lot 4 where it
comes up to the current property going to the north. Mr. Jarvis added that in our
Comprehensive Plan we try to tie all of the lots together; and that he was aware they have
the other one which will work fine. Mr. Drenth replied yes; and that they plan to keep
Lot 4 and the old car lot and develop that together; and confirmed there would be a cross
easement. Mr. Jarvis said that he was glad they would; because it didn't currently show.
Mr. Jarvis referred to the proposed climate controlled building towards the back and
asked if it was fenced ofr. Mr. Drenth replied that not the front of the building; but the
fence line ties into the south east corner of the building; and that the whole unit will be
fenced. Mr. Jarvis suggested that when he gets to that portion of it where they have a
sliding gate fence, that they also have an OxBox for the Police and Fire Departments for
an emergency entrance into that area. Mr. Jarvis suggested checking with the Chief to
find out what they do to make it so successful even during a power outage. Mr. Jarvis
asked for confirmation that it would all be electric which Mr. Drenth confirmcd. Mr.
Jarvis said they would still need a manual way to get it open.

President Anderson asked if there were any more questions from Stafr. Mr. Volkmann
said that based on the fact that there are two pages of engineering comments, it would be
prudent to delay any action until such time that these issues are addressed and that some
of these outstanding questions are answered. Mr. Volkmann added that this is the
Preliminary Approval and that this is supposed to be pretty well complete at this time;
and that there was no rush to get this done. Mr. Volkmann said that will give Mr.



Torrenga the opportunity to respond to the Engineer's concerns and come to tenns. Mr.
Jarvis asked if there was anything they were going to do in the next month or so. Mr.
Drenth replied that they would like to get to moving dirt and working on this as soon as
he can as the season is here. Mr. Jarvis asked if they made everything contingent upon
all of the engineering details being worked out; or if it should still be deferred. Mr.
Volkmann replied that they have another meeting in two weeks and that they will have
ample opportunity to get completed plans together.

Mr. Jarvis made a motion to defer P.c. Case 1117-7-10 to the two-week Study Session
meeting. President Anderson said that the Study Session was next week; and that it
should be deferred to the next meeting August 7. Mr. Jarvis amended his motion. This
was seconded by Mr. Thomas and carried 7-0.

B. P.c. Case 1117-7-11
AMBERLEIGII ESTATES

General Location: 12905 W. 77th Ave. (South side of77!h Ave. near intersection of77!h
Ave. and Howard Castle Dr.)

Petitioner(s): Chris Kovich

Request: Primary Approval of a 78-Lot (R-I) Residential Subdivision with
Waivers of the Storm Drainage Control Ordinance No. 1708 & 1708A,
Title X, Section 8: Entitled: General Detention Basin Design Regulations

Item B: The maximum planned depth of storm water stored
(without a permanent pool) shall not exceed four (4) feet

Item C: All storm water detention facilities shall be separated by
not less than twenty (20) feet from any building or structure to be occupied

Item L: Provide thirty (30) feet of maintenance easement measured
from high water line around perimeter of basin; and

A Waiver as required by Subdivision Control Ordinance No. 1095, Title V -
Design Standards, Section 3, Paragraph J, Right-of-Way (Requesting a 50 foot
Right-of-Way)

President Anderson asked Attorney Estrada if the Proofs of Publication were in order on
this matter. Attorney Estrada replied that they were in order. President Anderson stated
that he noticed Mr. Csanyi again had two pages of engineering notes. Mr. Csanyi replied
they were just distributed this afternoon. President Anderson asked if they were just done
today which was confirmed by Mr. Csanyi.

The Petitioner Chris Kovich stated that he and Mr. Gary Torrenga with Torrenga
Engineering would be representing the proposal. Mr. Torrenga stated that the project is
located on the south side of 77th Ave.; to the east is the existing Tara Subdivision; to the
south is the railroad; and to the west is unincorporated Lake County. Mr. Torrenga
explained that this was originally subdivided and approved about ten years ago as what
was then called Chesterfield Estates; and that the original developer could not develop
the property, although he did have approvals. Mr. Torrenga said that eventually the
approvals lapsed; and that Mr. Kovich purchased the property and changed the name to
Amberleigh Estates.

Mr. Torrenga said that the property is high to the south-east, runs through a valley, is
high in the west, and again high along 77!hAve; and that a great deal of this property
flows through Tara. Mr. Torrenga added that they designed Tara for Mr. Seroczynski
who was in the audience this evening; and that Chesterfield had been designed previous
to designing Tara. Mr. Torrenga stated that the water in Chesterfield was supposed to be
monitored in a detention area; but that when Tara went in, that detention was not built
and that Tara got an incredible degree of water coming from Lots 20 and 21. After a call
from Mr. Seroczynski, they made modifications so that the water went through a direct
pipe rather than the catch basin. Mr. Ton-enga said that worked far better; but that the
best solution for Tara which is lower ground is a large detention pond on the east side of
Amberleigh Estates.

Mr. Torrenga stated that Amberleigh Estates also has a pipeline that runs through the
middle of it; which essentially leaves them two triangles making this an extremely



dimcult subdivision to develop. Mr. Torrenga explained that originally there was a large
400' x 200' parcel that was owned by Mr. Reilly and Mrs. Krukowski which is now a
part of Amberleigh Estates. Referring to the Site Plan, Mr. Torrenga stated that they plan
to tie into 77th Ave. immediately on the other side of Howard Castle Dr. and that they
have incorporated the old Krukowski property into lots and put in a cul-de-sac. Mr.
Torrenga said that Outlot A is a 1.11 acre detention area; Outlot B is a .26 acre detention
area as only a minimum amount of the property drains to the south-west; and that Outlot
C is a .32 acre detention area which drains to the north-west. Mr. Torrenga explained
that with these three out lots, the rate of flow of water coming off of this property will be
drastically diminished from what occurs now.

Mr. Torrenga said there are seventy-five lots with the addition of five or six from the old
Krukowski property; and that they have to make arrangements to get around the pipeline,
past the railroad and behind all of the pipelines easements which is 110' easement on the
east side. Mr. Torrenga stated that they still managed to meet the 10,000 S.F.
requirement for the lots; they meet the 80' width requirement; but that in a few cases they
do not meet the depth requirement of 125'. Mr. Torrenga said that Chesterfield was
previously approved by the Plan Commission; and asked that they give this project the
same credence to put this in the same way with the exception of the revision with the
Krukowski property being added.

Mr. Jaroszewski asked how many lots are short of the depth requirement. Mr. Torrenga
said there are just a few that are 120' on the west side; some on the south-east side of
Jasmine Dr. and estimated it would be about twenty-five percent; adding that every lot
meets the 10,000 S.F. requirement. Mr. Volkmann stated that the size requirements are
part of the Zoning Ordinance; and that the Petitioner will require a Developmental
Variance from the Board of Zoning for relief. Mr. Volkmann said that it is not up to the
Plan Commission to determine this.

Mr. Torrenga referred to their Sanitary Sewer & Water Plan. Mr. Torrenga said that the
water main will come from Augusta Blvd. which is the entrance 10 Ridgemoor
Subdivision which was stubbed there in such a way that il could serve to Tara, and also to
the west. Mr. Torrenga said they would cross the street before they get to the pipelines
and stub that to the western boundary; and then inside the subdivision with the water
main. Mr. Torrenga explained that the sanitary sewer also comes from Augusta Blvd. on
the Tara side which will come up along the south side of 77th Ave; and that there will be
two sanitary sewers that will go into the subdivision. Mr. Torrenga said they had to do
that because of the elevations involved; and that the western goes out to Lot 10, and that
the eastem would take care of the remainder of the subdivision, as it is deeper.

Mr. Torrenga said that the storm drainage layout is based on the topography; with
detention areas in the north-west, cast, and south west. Mr. Torrenga stated that all of
these grades are designed so that they will drain into the detention areas; and that
detention areas have to be designed in a particular way. Mr. Torrenga explained that the
idea of detention is that a piece of property drains to the lowest vicinity; and that the
Town of Schererville along with most of the towns in the County have calculated how
fast the water flows from undeveloped property in a two-year storm. Mr. Torrenga said
that a two-year storm is not a heavy storm and has a minimal amount of water. Mr.
Torrenga said then, they calculate the detention capacity these ponds have to hold when a
one-hundred year storm falls on developed property; but that they are only allowed to
release the amount of water from a two-year storm on undeveloped property. Mr.
Torrenga added that this is a sound theory and works really well. Mr. Torrenga further
stated that he would not say this will work if there are forty days and forty nights of rain;
but that a one-hundred year storm only last about a day and-a-half. Mr. Torrenga added
that we had one-hundred year storms September 14,2006; one August 24, 2007, and one
September 14 and 15, 2008. Mr. Torrenga said that is the theory they used; they
modified it by adding the Krukowski lots; and that everything has a two-year storm
release and that everything is calculated to hold a one-hundred year storm. Mr. Torrenga
hoped this addressed the concerns of the citizens of Tara; and said the storm water will
come toward Tara at a far less rate than it does now. Mr. Torrenga said that he had Mr.
Seroczynski stood on the west side of Tara and saw the storm water stream coming from
this development subsequent to this development; but said that is history.

Mr. Kouros asked what their intent was for the type of homes for this property. Mr.
Kovich replied that they are not the builders and that they would be selling to other
builders. Mr. Kovich added that they would like to sell it all to one builder for the sake
of the economy; but that he may have to sell it to two or three; and that the Restrictive



Covenants will be consistent with the Town of Schererville. Mr. Kouros askcd about a
price range. Mr. Kovich said upper $200,000 and above.

Mr. Kouros wanted to revisit the entrances; and said that there was only one entrance off
of 77th Ave. for the entire seventy-two lot subdivision. Mr. Kovich said that was correct.
Mr. Kouros said that was conceming to him having seventy-two homes with only one
entrance in case of emergencies. Mr. Kouros said that Mr. Kovich told the Commission
at a prior meeting that they would stub to the west in the eventuality of another
subdivision coming. Mr. Kovich replied the stub would be between Lots 7 and 8. Mr.
Kouros pointed out that a future subdivision mayor may not happen. Mr. Kovich agreed.
Mr. Kouros asked where they were planning the emergency entrance; that was mentioned
at a prior meeting. Mr. Kovich asked when that was mentioned. Mr. Rudd replied that
he brought it up at one of the Study Sessions and had suggested they could provide an
emergency-only entrance off of the cul-de-sac.

Mr. Torrenga replied that they have a full-blown right-of-way between Lots 7 and 8; and
that the west was undeveloped and that some was not even a part of Schererville. Mr.
Kouros asked for confirmation that there wasn't even an emergency exit. Mr. Torrenga
replied not at this point; but that they could do something off of 77th Ave. Mr. Torrenga
said it was his understanding that the Plan Commission said they did not want another
exit on 77th Ave.; and just the stub to the west. Mr. Kouros said that it is kind of wishful
thinking; and that there are seventy-two lots in there coming out on to a busy road. Mr.
Kouros said he has a problem with that situation and a problem with banking on another
subdivision to the west. Mr. Kouros added that he also has a big problem with these
subdivisions that come in and say that they will make an emergency exit; and that the
developer will take care of it and it doesn't come to fruition; and then the Town is left
holding the bag. Mr. Kouros stated that he has a huge issue with all of this for the record.
Mr. Torrenga referred to the Briar Ridge Subdivision with an emergency exit near the
NIPSCO station. Mr. Kouros replied that at least there are two exits in Briar Ridge. Mr.
Kouros reiterated that he does not like banking on a future development; and that as it
stands right now, not having a second entrance is a huge issue, and that perhaps they
could work something out for a second entrance. Mr. Torrenga said they can't go to the
east through Tara as it goes through someone's house; they can't go to the south through
the railroad; they can't go west through undeveloped property; and that only 77th Ave. is
available. Mr. Torrenga added that at one time they did have a second entrance planned
there; but the Plan Commission said to get rid of it, so they put a cul-de-sac there. Mr.
Rudd said that the last time they talked about putting in an emergency vehicle only
entrance off of 77th Ave. like the one they did for Mr. Kortenhoven's project. Mr.
Torrenga said he doesn't believe he was at that meeting; but that they can put an
emergency entrance there and that it wasn't a problem.

Mr. Thomas asked about the detention ponds A, 13,and C, and stated that he knew the
depth was anywhere between four to six feet. Mr. Torrenga replied that they are two,
four, and that the one towards Tara goes to five. Mr. Thomas asked if there would be
fences around the ponds. Mr. Torrenga said there could be one around the Tara pond; but
that he would rather not do fences around the shallow ponds. Mr. Thomas said a two
year old would not be able to read a sign; and felt this was a concern with any of the
residents here. Mr. Thomas said with the length of time it takes to drain those ponds, and
with standing water for a kid to get in there would be a hazard. Mr. Torrenga replied that
it would take about five to six hours; and that he was not a big fan of putting fences
around ponds. Mr. Torrenga added that it takes a one-hundred year storm to fill it in the
first place. Mr. Thomas replied that he realized that, but that they had to be eoncemed
about the children if that pond fills with water. Mr. Torrenga said that he doesn't know
of a problem with a pond that sits with rain water in it. Mr. Thomas stated that at the
bottom of the basin of Outlot A it shows an elevation of 664; then going east the
elevation goes up to 668. Mr. Torrenga said that they show 663.5 and it comes out at
Tara at 660. Mr. Thomas said that he was looking at an elevation of 668 in the middle;
and Mr. Torrenga replied that was the elevation of other pipes and that they were not the
ones they would exit from. Mr. Torrenga added that they are coming out at 660.00 to the
east; and coming out of a pond at 663.50. Mr. Torrenga said there is a pipe that goes to
the west at 668; but that they would not be using that. Mr. Thomas said that he doesn't
know that water travels up.

Mr. Immig asked for clarification that Mr. Torrenga mentioned that the water now flows
out around Lots 20 and 2 I. Mr. Torrenga said that is the high point and from there it
goes to a valley, then to the southwest, then high. Mr. Thomas said by Outlot A in
between Lots 20 and 21 and Tara is where the water currently runs through. Mr.
Torrenga replied that the vast majority does. Mr. Immig said he was !lying to figure out



if it was currently coming from that corner, what would make it go through that Outlot A
after he was done. Mr. Torrenga said they have a grade specified for each lot for all of
the west side of the pipeline easements; and those grades will take the water either into
the storm sewer system or direct into Outlot A. Mr. Immig said that they would be
changing the current flow. Mr. Torrenga replied that was correct.

Mr. Jarvis asked if there was a stub road offofSt. John Road with the plan to connect all
of this. Mr. Torrenga said they did not have that in their original plans. Mr. Jarvis said
that it wasn't in their plans; and that he was talking about off of St. John Road. Mr.
Torrenga replied that he never saw it. Mr. Jarvis said that he would need an aerial to look
at that; but believed there was one back in the day. President Anderson asked if that
would be by Lot 19. Mr. Jarvis said he didn't have a reference point to go by; but
thought there was a stub for a connection in the future when all of these drawings came
111.

At this time, President Anderson opened the matter to the floor. Mr. William Kegebein
from 13089 77th Ave., Dyer, stated that he owned all of the property to the west and
wondered where the first outlet on the northwest corner would drain. Mr. Torrenga
replied that it would drain to the west. Mr. Kegebein said he has a culvert there and
asked Mr. Torrenga ifhe would be using the culvert that he has. Mr. Torrenga said from
77th Ave.it goes down into the ditch and will drain past that culvert through that culvert
through the natural drainage path as it does now. Mr. Torrenga said they are going to
slow that water considerably from what happens right now and that it will be better than
it was. Mr. Kegebein said that culvert is ready to collapse. Mr. Torrenga asked how long
the culvert was. Mr. Kegebein replied that it was about 140'. Mr. Torrenga said they
will take a look at it. President Anderson asked if it ran north and south; and Mr.
Kegebein replied that it runs on the west side of his property. Mr. Kegebein said he gets
a lot of water coming down from that hill and that he put his own concrete culvert to grab
the water and that he only has a 15" plastic pump that runs and connects it all together to
the ditch; and that over time it will not hold all of that water and it is about to collapse.
Mr. Kegebein added that it is getting worse and that he gets water in his front yard and
that when we get a heavy rain, it goes out over the road.

Mr. Norbert Schlesser from 1540 Tyler Ct. stated that he didn't know where Lots 20 and
21 sit; but that he is Lot 32 in Tara and that he gets all of the water. Mr. Schlesser said
there are copious amounts of water draining off of the hill; and that his back yard is
mostly an easement because of the drainage there. Mr. Schlesser added that he had no
idea that when he purchased the property as a larger lot that it would turn into the
smallest piece of property in Tara because of the water when it rains.

Mr. Schlesser said his concern is that they will have some of that water coming in at the
west end as he is right there. President Anderson asked if he backed up to the existing
pond. Mr. Schlesser replied yes. Mr. Schlesser said he has a flood in his backyard; and
that he recently seeded his backyard and it washed away. Mr. Schlesser said he then
sodded his back yard and used spikes; and that a large amount of the sod was washed
away. Mr. Schlesser said he had to put boards under the fence in hopes to stop the water
from washing the sod away. Mr. Schlesser added that now that the sod has taken, he has
removed the boards; and is waiting to see what happens with the next big rain.

Mr. Schlesser asked if the detention ponds would be west of the property directly to the
west of him at 12801 which is the east side of the projected subdivision. Mr. Torrenga
replied that the detention ponds will begin one-hundred-ten feet west of the property; and
that the inclusion of the rear yard drains will take that water to the detention ponds which
will vastly reduce what goes into Lot 32 right now. Mr. Torrenga added that currently it
goes into a piece of property that is undeveloped. Mr. Schlesser asked what would
happen if the pond closest to Tara were to overflow; and if that would come with more
water than he nonnally gets during a bad storm; and also asked how often that pond
would overflow. After checking the elevations, Mr. Torrenga replied that the available
detention from this pond is 2.84 acre feet in size and that the necessity is 1.73 acre feet
for a one-hundred year storm. Mr. Torrenga explained that they have built approximately
175% value into that pond. Mr. Schlesser said he understood; and that he wanted to let
everybody here know that Lot 32 is where the water comes in.

Ms. Judy Zussman from 1432 Donnet Ct. stated that she lives across the street in Bauer
Estates which Mr. Torrenga developed about thirty-five years ago. Ms. Zussman said
that she lives near an outlot for the twenty-eight homes in Bauer Estates; and that she is
across from Mr. Schlesser. Ms. Zussman said they have a real good view of what
happens when it rains; and that the outlot by her floods over the bank a few times each



year. Ms. Zussman said the water goes in the drain pipe, but up and over through the
woods down into the ditch. Mr. Torrenga explained that at the time those were designed,
the rules were substantially different; and that it was designed for a one-year storm
release and for a ten year storm maximum undeveloped property. Mr. Torrenga said now
it is two years and one-hundred years. Ms. Zussman stated that she just wanted to make
the point that whatever the one-hundred year or two-hundred year floods are, she just
looks out her back windows and sees what is happening to the water.

Ms. Zussman further stated that when they get a good rain, along each side of 77th Ave. it
appears as if someone opened up two fire hydrants to drain with big streams of water.
Ms. Zussman said literally a torrent of rain goes down both sides of the street and that the
water from one side crosses right over the pavement towards her outlot; but that it doesn't
usually get there because of the ditch running along the road. Ms. Zussman said she got a
letter stating the builder was trying to establish an approval for a Waiver for detention
storage; and that if that means he is asking Schererville to grant a Waiver from what is
normally required, it alarms her. Ms. Zussman said that with seventy-eight homes, there
will be asphalt on all of the streets and foundations for seventy-eight lots; so it will not be
absorbing the water that is raining. Ms. Zussman said the water will be directed toward
the three detention ponds; but that she could picture an undeveloped lot holding more
water than a developed subdivision. Ms. Zussman added that there is a forest across from
her and that the water never really goes anywhere but into the ground. Ms. Zussman said
if you have all of these houses, the water goes where it can in drainage ditches and down
the street.

Someone from the audience asked if the Board could provide clarification for the Waiver
that was being requested. President Anderson replied that they arc asking for a Waiver of
the maximum planned depth of the storm water stored without a pennanent pool. Mr.
Torrenga interjected that Outlot A would reach a depth of five feet. President Anderson
explained that right now they cannot exceed four feet, but Outlot A would go to five feet.
Mr. Torrenga said that was correct; and that it could hold more water.

President Anderson said that the next Waiver was that all storm water detention facilities
shall be separated by not less than twenty feet from any building or structure to be
occupied. Mr. Torrenga interjected that only the first Waiver had to do with the capacity
of the ponds; and that the first Waiver would increase the capacity of the pond beyond a
four foot depth to a five foot depth.

President Anderson said the next Waiver was relief from providing thirty feet of
maintenance casement measured from high water line around perimeter of basin.
President Anderson explained there would not be thirty feet of casement around Outlots
A, S, and C. The remonstrant asked for clarification that the Waivers would allow more
coverage, not less. Prcsident Anderson said that it would store more water deeper; there
would not be as much room from the lots that are there and there would not be as much
easement.

Attorney Estrada asked President Anderson to have the remonstrator to please come up to
the podium and state her name and address for the record. Ms. Melissa Stimson from
1527 Tate Dr. Lot 14 in Tara Subdivision thanked President Anderson for providing the
clarification; and asked that if they are reducing the size of the casements, how the Tara
subdivision would be at risk. Mr. Torrenga stated that this would not put Tara at risk at
all. Ms. Stimson said that there was a storm on 6-7-2015 that really flooded their
subdivision; and that it wasn't even classified as a one-hundred year storm. Ms. Stimson
asked if Mr. Torrenga did the engineering for Tara holding to these same standards; how
this subdivision would be better. Mr. Torrenga replied that if this subdivision had been
built as it was intended to be before Tara; Tara would never have had the problem it did
in 2015. Mr. Torrenga said this water would have been attenuated; and that the peak
water flow into Tara would have been substantially reduced. Mr. Torrenga stated that
Tara was designed as the second subdivision but had been built as the first; and that the
subsequent construction of this project will make any drainage going into Tara at a much
lower rate.

Mr. John Mitchell from 2536 Ashley Ave. (Tara Lot 17) said that he understands there
are three Waivers they arc seeking; but doesn't understand what the hardship is and why
the Waivers were necessary. Mr. Torrenga said for the most part they are attempting to
follow the old Chesterfield design; and that the developer bought this property based on
the fact that he could re-create Chesterfield Estates. Mr. Torrenga explained that the
rules for the Town of Schererville had changed subsequent to the original design. Mr.
Torrenga said they are asking for the Waivers because of those rule changes; and that this



project will provide more protection for Tara. Mr. Mitchell asked Mr. Torrenga ifhe was
of the opinion that if the rules changed which necessitated a re-visit to this whole plan if
the plan was approvable in the first place; and that new rules demand another look. Mr.
Torrenga replied not ifhe is granted the Waivers.

Ms. Shawn Kileen from 1534 Tyler Ct. (Tara Lot 33) said that she is Mr. Schlesser's
neighbor and that she also has a tremendous amount of water that makes one corner of
her yard generally unusable. Ms. Kileen said that Ginajust presented the Board with
pictures of the water in Tara after a storm that wasn't even a one-hundred year stonn.
Ms. Kileen said that storm was pretty devastating to a lot of the homeowners; and that her
basement has flooded twice since 2015. Ms. Kileen stated that she is at the very low part
of her subdivision; and that the home behind hers and Norbert's is at an equivalent
elevation. Ms. Kileen said the logistics just are not making sense, and she wanted to
know how that water will be designed to be continuously pitched out through the
retention pond. Mr. Torrenga replied that subsequent to the subdivision construction the
rear yard catch basins and so on are not there up the hill right now. Mr. Torrenga said
there are rules they have to try and follow as well as possible to take the water from up
the hill and not put it on the neighbor's property. Mr. Torrenga said that immediately to
the west of her is property that was not developed. Mr. Torrenga said that Chesterfield
was designed and approved but never built; and that is why there are problems now. Mr.
Torrenga said what they will be doing will not exacerbate that problem; and that it will
help alleviate that problem.

Ms. Kileen said that she is also concerned with the size of the retention ponds being 1.11
acres. Ms. Kileen said that the water they will be taking in is really astronomical; and
that her house is on a half-acre lot and her neighbor's is also. Ms. Kileen said that 1.11
acres does not seem adequate. Mr. Torrenga explained that it is 1.37 acres and that the
retention pond has a full capacity of2.4 acre feet. Mr. Torrenga said that the prediction
of storms by weather people and government is crystal-ball science if you will. Ms.
Kileen agreed that one-hundred year stonns happen more often, as their pictures from
2015 show. Mr. Torrenga agreed.

Ms. Kileen stated that there is also concern for the folks along 77th Ave. because if there
is a good half-hour of good solid heavy rain, halfof77th gets wiped out in front of those
peoples' houses.

Ms. Martha Jagadich from 2522 Ashley Ave. (Tara Lot 19) wondered how you could
have a price range for homes when there isn't even a builder yet. Ms. Jagadich said she
was worried about depreciation of her lot as well as being concerned with the traffic on
77th Ave. Ms. Jagadich added that they had a gas line break and that 77th was closed and
traffic was a disaster; and that the four-way stop needs to be evaluated regardless what
they do with this subdivision; and that it is just a mess.

Ms. Jagadich said that Schererville needs to think about these things before allowing
them to do this; and that St. John does think about these things. Ms. Jagadich said that
this is a large number of lots with a lot offamilies, we don't know the prices of the homes
yet; and that she wants to know if that is what normally happens when building new
neighborhoods in Schererville. President Anderson replied that it depends on the
developer; and that some developers build their own houses; but this developer is not.
Ms. Jagadich asked about the neighborhood that was approved down the street. President
Anderson replied that it was only one builder; and that there is not a regulation that the
developer has to build the houses.

Ms. Jagadich asked how they knew what price range they are looking at. Mr. Kovich
replied that in 2017 it is extremely difficult to put a house on the market 1800 S.F. or
more that is not in the $290,000 and up range, and that you just can't do it. Mr. Kovich
said that most of these houses will have basements which add another $30,000 to the
house; and depending on upgrades most of the homes would be in the $320,000 to
$340,000 range. Ms. Jagadich asked where his other developments are. Mr. Kovich
replied Munster, Winfield and Valparaiso. Ms. Jagadich asked if most of those had
basements. Mr. Kovich replied yes. Ms. Jagadich said the last thing she wanted to
mention was that Ms. Michelle Cowan was the house that gets all of the water.

Ms. Michelle Cowan from 2510 Ashley Ave. (Tara, Lot 21) stated that she is by Outlot
A. Ms. Cowan stated that her concern was that if for some reason this backfires, her
street would get totally wiped out; and that they will be getting more water coming in.
Mr. Torrenga said they would not. Ms. Cowan asked what happens if there is a flood.
Mr. Torrenga replied that the U.S. Government protects the people from flood damage



from flood plains; and that what they can design for is the reasonable aspects of
attempting to build a subdivision for a one-hundred year storm which is what the
government dictates.

Ms. Cowan also stated that she was concerned about the soil erosion; and that they have
had a two-foot soil erosion over the last five years. Ms. Cowan said that they have small
children on her street; and that they will have to be concerned about a huge area of water
on the other side of her fence. Mr. Torrenga replied that there is a six foot fence on that
side of the property. Ms. Cowan said that the water erodes the soil under the fence and
that they have to keep repairing it. Mr. Torrenga said that once this subdivision is
constructed the water is designed to stay in the pipes as it comes to Tara.

Ms. Cowan asked if she heard them say they had already modified the subdivision; and
asked how long ago the modification was made. Mr. Torrenga replied that it was about
three months ago that they added the Krakowski property to thc subdivision. Ms. Cowan
said that the pictures from 2015 would have been prior to the modification. Mr. Torrenga
said that he was pretty sure it was in 2015 that he was out there in three feet of water with
Mr. Seroczynski. Mr. Torrenga added that at the time Lot 21 didn't have anything on it;
and that it may have been before that. Mr. Torrenga stated that subsequent to that, the
changes seemed to have made quite a difference. Mr. Torrenga said that the water came
through the gap and attempted to go south in the catch basin. Mr. Torrenga said they
made a modification to add a pipe to go directly out of the catch basin going to the north
so the water wasn't trying to get through the top of the catch basin; it could go directly
into the pipe. Mr. Torrenga stated that according to his reports, that modification for the
most part solved most of the problems over there.

Ms. Cowan said another concern is that there would be standing water when the retention
pond fills up. Mr. Torrenga used an analogy of a bath tub with water running into it and
the drain being opened. Mr. Torrenga said that even with the drain open, the tub begins
to fill; but that it isn't holding all of that water because it is going through that drain. Mr.
Torrenga said that the idea is that with a one-hundred year stonn, at some point the bath
tub gets up to what is called its design level; you tum off the water and it goes down. Mr.
Torrenga said it is about a six hour time frame to drain the retention pond. Ms. Cowan
asked who is responsible to fix the issue if the pond does not drain as it is supposed to.
Mr. Torrenga replied that for the most part, he was.

Ms. Dana Rogers from 1575 77lh Ave, Dyer, stated that her concern was that a
subdivision with seventy-eight homes would have about one-hundred sixty extra cars on
a two-lane road. Ms. Rogers said that for whatever reason Chesterfield was null and void
prior to Tara being built; and that building these homes with only one entrance was not
good planning. Ms. Rogers said she didn't understand why Tara was built contingent on
the Chesterfield Subdivision being built for the water drainage; and that Tara's drainage
should have been taken care of. Ms. Rogers stated that if this is any indication of the
problems they would have with this subdivision being built, she had a problem with it.
Ms. Rogers said she didn't know ifit was relevant to the Board or not; but that she
enjoyed looking out her window and watching the deer. Ms. Rogers further stated that
she didn't feel the people's questions had been sufficiently answered; and that she didn't
care about a one-hundred year storm; as the storms are happening four times a year. Ms.
Rogers added that it is not working for them.

Ms. Judy Zussman from 1432 Donnet Ct (Bauer Estates Lot 21) wanted to speak again;
but President Anderson wanted to ensure that everyone here tonight had their chance.
President Anderson added that he needed to give the ones that hadn't already spoken a
chance to speak first.

Mr. Jerry Kulik stated he was a partner of Ridgemoor Builders; as well as being a
commercial real estate appraiser specializing in railroads and pipelines. Mr. Kulik said
he thought the issue that should be discussed is that in the spring of 2008 there was a
pipeline incident on this properly. Mr. Kulik said that there was a pipeline pig which is a
device used for data gathcring that was stuck in the corner of one of the three lines that
cross underneath the railroad. Mr. Kulik said this happened over the weekend; and that
by Wednesday of the following week, the entire area including the old Krukowski home
and Tara was completely excavated, and all five pipelines were exposed. Mr. Kulik
stated that according to the pipeline companies, the damage that was done was that the
pipeline pig lodged against one side of the pipeline wall.

Mr. Kulik explained that there are two types of pipeline pigs, a smart pig and a dumb pig.
Mr. Kulik said that the smart pig is valued anywhere from $750,000 to $1,500,000; and it



measures the corrosion in the pipe; the deflection in the pipe; and the amount of sludge at
the bottom of the pipe. Mr. Kulik said it sends the measured data to either an operator
walking above the ground or to an airplane flying above the ground as to the
imperfections of that pipe. Mr. Kulik added that a dumb pig is placed in between the
different types of products; whether it is oil or gasoline, and it pushes out the sludge at
the bottom of the pipe. Mr. Kulik said after the incident there was a small amount of
leakage underground; and that is why the old Krukowski house didn't have a septic
system because it was removed during the repairs of the pipeline.

Mr. Kulik said the second issue that needed to be addressed was regarding the railroads;
and that they are currently spending over $20,000,000 to increase the number of trains
that are going to run on that line. Mr. Kulik stated that the line from Chicago to West
Lafayette Indiana serves as an alternate corridor from Chicago to Evansville. Mr. Kulik
said they have installed a two-mile site in Shelby; and another one farther north of West
Lafayette. Mr. Kulik explained that the result is that they will be increasing the number
of trains on that line over the next five to seven years. Mr. Kulik said to put the Town on
notice with regard to that and that any remonstrations or complaints from potential
residents of the subdivision with regard to train noise and train traffic should be placed on
the people that are purchasing those lots.

Mr. Jim Seroczynski with Ridgemoor Builders, 2206 St. John Rd. stated that he has
probably built about ninety plus percent of these people's homes; and that it was not his
responsibility to be here tonight; but that he felt it was his duty to address the Plan
Commission on behalf of these people. Mr. Seroczynski said that they have certainly
shown him that they are savvy about the water and all of their problems. Mr.
Seroczynski stated that he and Mr. Schlesser go back a long way and that his issue was
such a concern that they put an extra rear-yard drain in his yard that ran out northbound
and down the fence line along 77th; and an additional rear-yard drain somewhere near Lot
2 J or Lot 23. Mr. Seroczynski said this helped a lot, but that the water comes across the
field and behind the two homes commonly referred to as Krukowski and Ochs; goes
around the bottom to the fence which is what is hUlting the fence; down the fence line
northbound and gathers at Schlesser's and the other lady's horne that was built by Mr.
Steiner.

Mr. Seroczynski stated that he didn't know Mr. Kovich; and that he didn't know who the
builders might be or who might buy those lots. Mr. Seroczynski added that they have
heard a lot of chatter that the builder might be Providence Builders. Mr. Seroczynski said
if you want to see how Providence builds, go to Dyer and look at them. Mr. Seroczynski
said that although they might be built to code, they are not homes that are going to help
retain the value of anything in Tara or Ridgemoor. Mr. Seroczynski explained that if
Providence goes in there and builds a bunch of what he calls "cookie-cutters", and they
sell a 2400 S.F. home for $210,000; and a guy in Tara wants to sell his 2400 S.F. home
which he probably paid $325,000 to $375,000, that value is gone as the appraiser will use
these homes as com parables. Mr. Seroczynski said that he wants the Board to consider
who builds and how they build; and that if they maintain that they do everything by code,
then he felt everything else in regard to this subdivision should be by code.

Mr. Seroczynski said his major concern with this subdivision is the oil pipelines. Mr.
Seroczynski said that this piece of property has been very contentious; and that some
people lost their shirts on this property several years ago. Mr. Seroczynski said he could
have purchased this property three or four times, but he stayed away from it as it is the
most dangerous piece of property that this Town could develop because of the pipelines.
Mr. Seroczynski shared that years ago while building in Tara, they had a bull dozer on
their side of the fence on Lot 25 or Lot 26. A helicopter flew over and dropped down a
note to the bull dozer operator via parachute which said to please stop as he was shaking
their pipelines and that it was going to break. Mr. Seroczynski said that is how sensitive
the pipelines are; and asked if during all of this planning and all of these Study Sessions
if anyone had requested that the engineers assigned to these oil companies be contacted to
attend a meeting so the Town's engineers can talk to them and ask questions. Mr.
Seroczynski asked if they had been sent a mailing. Mr. Volkmann replied that they
would not have been sent a mailing as they are easements and that they were not property
owners. Mr. Seroczynski said he felt it would be quite appropriate to do so.

Mr. Seroczynski said he had a general conversation with a NISPCO engineer when he
was thinking about buying this property; and asked him what he thought. The NIPSCO
engineer said it was a nightmare and that it was like a bunch of spaghetti crossing each
other and that some people can't have swimming pools and that some won't be able to
bnild a patio because they will be on top of a pipeline. Mr. Seroczynski said he felt it



was important to invite the engineers from these five companies to come in and address
these concerns. Mr. Seroczynski asked if there was any plan in efTect by Mr. Kovich in
the event that someone digs up a pipeline. Mr. Seroczynski said he was here a few years
ago and asked the same question; and that if someone calls 911 it is too late. Mr.
Seroczynski said that since they are lower in Tara, oil like water runs downhill. Mr.
Seroczynski further stated that just a few months ago, it was mentioned that they had a
six inch gas line violated by the underground utilities drilling along the fence at 77\h and
Tara Someone from the audience said it was Comcast. Mr. Seroczynski said that the
company that had marked the line was twenty feet off; and that there had been five
incidences in Lake and Porter Counties where gas lines were struck because the lines
were marked incorrectly. Mr. Seroczynski stressed that this is a dangerous thing and that
we cannot be ofT. Mr. Seroczynski suggested that the Plan Commission and Town
Engineer hold a special meeting with the engineers of the oil companies and NIPSCO
because we have to work together and added that it was a safety concern. Mr.
Seroczynski said that racing to the finish line is the wrong thing to do; and that we need
to put everything in neutral and have a special conference with the engineers. Mr.
Seroczynski said he wouldn't touch this land with a ten foot pole even though it would
have been great as he owns the three corners around it.

Ms. Dana Roberts from 1575 77\h Ave. said that her side yard houses all of the pipelines
and that her fence and shed cannot be permanent. Ms. Roberts said they put in a patio
and that within fifteen minutes of the cement truck driving over the pipelines, they were
there. Ms. Roberts said the pipelines are very sensitive and that it scares her when they
come in to work on them. Ms. Roberts said the pipelines offer them to go to a hotel in
case there is an explosion while they are working. She said it is very scary.

Mr. Chris Herrera from 2515 Ashley Ave. asked ifMr. Kovich would like to comment on
what was said about the pipelines and the potential builder. Mr. Kovich referred to the
subdivision layout and pointed out the large 95' wide easement which is under the
jurisdiction of Buckeye Pipeline and is the most prominent easement. Mr. Kovich said
that Buckeye will not allow any approvals or any residential development at or near their
pipelines unless the subdivision meets their criteria. Mr. Kovich stated that they sent
them the plans and that they are in the process of informing them of what this subdivision
is all about. Mr. Kovich said they are in the middle of dealing with several engineers on
their side; and that they have received no negative feedback from them about putting
residential at or near-by. Mr. Kovich said they have a booklet of restrictions that state
what they can and cannot do. Mr. Kovich pointed out that these are oil pipelines and not
gas; and that people can have patios or sheds, but they cannot put them over the pipelines.
Mr. Kovich stated that he is in the process of pursuing a development in Griffith; and that
they have dealt with NISPCO and Buckeye regarding it. Mr. Kovich said they have the
same situation there; they have restrictions; they make sure the subdivision plat is
compliant with their restrictions; and that they have to sign off on all of those. Mr.
Kovich added that Northwest Indiana is the Queen of Pipelines; and that it is hard to find
a subdivision nowadays that doesn't have one. Mr. Kovich further stated that they are
fully aware of pipelines and what they entail.

Mr. Christos Zervos from 1432 Gates Dr. (Tara Lot 61) stated that this area already
seems saturated with existing traffic and that he is also concerned with the amount of
rainfall they get. Mr. Zervos said that to allow this subdivision with only one road
coming out of it on top of what is already heavy is too much; and that a subdivision with
sevenly-eight homes would not be good for them.

Mr. Torrenga said that whenever they put a road, a sewer, a water main or anything
whatsoever across pipeline easements, they contact them and provide the pipeline not
only with a full set of drawings, but that they also give them particular cross sections
showing how far above their pipelines or below the pipeline it would be. Mr. Torrenga
said you cannot very well do a development in Northwest Indiana without running into a
pipeline. Mr. Torrenga added that the pipelines are contracted constantly; and that they
heed their advice and have the designs according to their wishes.

There being no other questions from the floor, President Anderson returned the matter to
the Board. Mr. Drew Thomas said he was looking at Lots 20 through 36; and asked Mr.
Kovich if they would infonn potential buyers that the back 90' is unusable and that they
cannot put anything back there; and if they would put that information in their brochure.
Mr. Kovich replied absolutely. Mr. Thomas asked for confirmation that they are going to
tell their buyers. Mr. Kovich confirmed that; and Mr. Thomas said that was all he wanted
to know. Mr. Kovich said it is not only impractical but bad business to do otherwise.
Mr. Kovich said that people are intelligent buyers and that they will see the plat and they



will see an easement and they will see where it says pipeline; and that he prides himself
with full disclosure. Mr. Thomas said that is their business practice and added that when
he tells people that, Lots 20 through 36 will probably not sell. Mr. Kovich replied that
not only on 20 through 36; but here are issues with Lots 52, 56 and 57. Mr. Kovich said
one of the things to point out is that the 95' is huge and that those pipelines don't need
anywhere near that much of an easement; but great, let's keep that 95' as it is a safety
issue and provides a buffer. Mr. Kovich added that the buffer was great and that he was
all for that.

Mr. Kouros stated that what Mr. Kovich just said was that those other houses may not
sell. Mr. Kouros asked for confirmation that with the oil and the railroads and all of these
things happening, that he would still contend that the houses would be in the $300,000
price range. Mr. Kouros said that people are savvy; but that that as a home buyer, his
first question wouldn't be to ask if there are oil lines under the home. Mr. Kouros said
that people may not ask those types of questions because they are assuming there
wouldn't be a gas line under their home. Mr. Kovich replied that Mr. Kouros did
understand these lines are not under the home. Mr. Kouros cOlTected himself saying near
their home. Mr. Kouros said that in his head that would say that those houses would
possibly not be in that price range; and that they would in fact decrease the value of
another subdivision. Mr. Kouros asked Mr. Kovich ifhe agreed with that. Mr. Kovich
replied no; and that he developed another subdivision in Munster and had encountered
pipelines; and that those homes sold upwards of $400,000.

Mr. Jaroszewski said it was mentioned they talked to the oil companies about their
pipelines; and asked if any restrictions they would make would alter their Plat of Survey;
and if they are putting the carriage before the horse in asking for waivers in detention.
Mr. Torrenga replied that they were operating within the easements that they already
have set up. Mr. Torrenga said they are working in and around their casements and that
they advise the pipelines when they will cross it so they can send out inspectors. Mr.
Torrenga added that they just don't find problems with pipelines.

Mr. Jaroszewski asked that because they were trying to push through a ten year old
development to the current regulations if we should be looking at this with a different
perspective and maybe have only fifty-five homes in lieu of seventy-five. Mr.
Jaroszewski clarified that he was not a builder nor an engineer; but a business owner in
town; and was just looking at all of these responses and questions and wondered if we are
doing the right thing. Mr. Torrenga replied that he thought they were. Mr. Torrenga said
that he has a client who says he wants to use the old approved and subsequently lapsed
Chesterfield Farms and call it Amberleigh. Mr. Torrenga said that the client later on
wanted to add in the old Krukowski property. Mr. Torrenga added that it is really very
simple; and that what they are presenting tonight was effectively approved in this room
ten years ago. Mr. Torrenga said he has to make sense out of what his client wants.

Mr. Immig asked about the Waiver for a 50' right-of-way. Mr. Torrenga replied that the
requirement is 60'; and that the roads would be exactly the same width and that the
parkway would be 5' instead of 10'.

Mr. Jarvis stated that the marking of the gas and electric lines so that developers and
contractors don't hit them is controlled by NIPSCO. Mr. Jarvis said they have a
company that marks the lines; and that they have changed that company as of four or five
months ago which should alleviate future marking mistakes. Mr. Jarvis also stated that
contractors have a bad habit of going ahead because they are not patient enough to wait
for these lines to get marked and that they don't want to hold up a crew waiting for the
lines to be marked which is when they get hit. Mr. Jarvis said if you start to do anything
whatsoever around these pipelines, there is a plane that nies over about twice a day. Mr.
Jarvis said a contractor will be notified and stopped immediately if they try to do
anything near the pipelines. Mr. Jarvis added that the pipelines have spotters in addition
to sensitivity devices on their pipelines and that they will know if there is anything going
on near them and that it will be addressed immediately. Mr. Jarvis further stated that
before that developer can do anything along that pipeline, they are in the upper line of
sight of that pipeline while they are working.

Mr. Jarvis stated that his biggest concern is the picture he was given that is being referred
to as Michelle's house. Mr. Jarvis asked that whether this subdivision goes in or not,
what is being done to fix this; and said that he would be concerned with the developer
that did this. Mr. Jarvis asked what the standards were back then as far as draining that
water. Mr. Jarvis said ifhe wants a pool in his back yard, he wants to put it there; and
that he didn't want one coming naturally! Mr. Jarvis said he would be up-in-arms about



that whether this development goes through or not. Mr. Jarvis asked Mr. Torrenga that if
this development goes in ifit would help alleviate this problem. Mr. Torrenga replied
that it will help alleviate any problems in Tara; but that it would not eliminate them as
Tara was graded wrong from the way it was originally designed. Mr. Torrenga asked to
see the picture and asked ifhe could have a copy, and also said that he would talk to Jim
Seroczynski about it. Mr. Jarvis again asked Mr. Torrenga if this development would
help eliminate the problem in Tara. Mr. Torrenga replied yes; and said that there was an
awful lot of this water coming down going to the west. Mr. Volkmann also asked for a
copy of the pictures.

Mr. Jarvis said that as far as people that would build a $450,000 home next to a pipeline;
he is one of them, and that he has a pipeline in his front yard with the Enbridge Pipeline
markers right there.

President Anderson stated he has concerns about the two pages of the Town Engineer's
comments about this subdivision. President Anderson sited the comments about the
Emergency Overflow Route on the plan Outlot A; the invert elevations not showing on
the plan; that the Town Engineer suggesting to possibly swap Outlot 13with Lot No. 12
which may enhance drainage; and the location of NIPS CO, AT&T, and Cable locations
that were not provided and that now have to be in the front yard.; and with the request for
the Waiver on the Right-of- Way which would cut that area down. President Anderson
said there are quite a few serious items that need to be addressed before action is takin on
this as far as engineering. Mr. Torrenga explained that they didn't have a problem with
making those revisions, but that he didn't receive the letter until this evening and had no
time to work on it.

President Anderson said that he doesn't like things coming for a Hearing with incomplete
engineering. President Anderson added that they are re-doing the Subdivision Control
Ordinance and the Building Ordinance and that this will not happen anymore; and that
the engineering needs to be complete before the Ilearing. Mr. Jarvis said that he agreed.

Mr. Jarvis made a motion to defer any actions on P.C. Case 17-7-11 until all of the
engineering is cleared up; and that we have contact with Buckeye Pipeline and any other
pipelines that run through there to make sure that they clear any development on their
property. Mr. Volkmann asked for discussion and suggested Mr. Jarvis make a motion to
table until these conditions are resolved. Mr. Volkmann added that way this will stay on
the table until the Plan Commission can take it up again. Mr. Jarvis amended his motion
to table P.C. Case 17-7-11 until the engineering is complete and subject to
communications with the pipeline. This motion was seconded by Mr. Jaroszewski and
carried 7-0.

Attorney Estrada suggested that since the developer will require Variances for the front
yard and rear yard and depth requirements on certain lots, any approval should be subject
to the granting of those Waivers by the B.z.A. Mr. Jarvis stated he would amend his
motion. Mr. Volkmann said they should go for the Variances first. President Anderson
said the general rule is the B.Z.A. before the Plan Commission. Attorney Estrada said
just to clarify, maybe a motion to rescind the last one and then as soon as they get their
Variances, when they come back hopefully they will have everything cleared up with the
engineering by then. Mr. Jarvis asked if Attorney Estrada was looking on a separate
motion on that part of it so that the Variances would be applied for. Attorney Estrada
replied yes. Mr. Jarvis replied so moved which was seconded by Mr. Jaroszewski and
carried 7-0. President Anderson said they will need to go to the B.z.A. and then come
back for Plan Commission approval.

Mr. Volkmann said that Mr. Seroczynski suggested inviting the pipeline representatives
coming here for a presentation about their pipelines and the safety of the pipelines and
the recommendations they have for the residential development in and around their
pipelines. Mr. Volkmann said that they have several of the pipelines as Corporate
Citizens in Schererville; and that we have contact with them. President Anderson said
they have done a couple of presentations for us. Mr. Volkmann said if the Plan
Commission is interested in having another presentation, he will contact them and invite
them to a Study Session. President Anderson said he thought that would be a good idea.
Mr. Volkmann added that Mr. Jarvis has a relationship with them through the Safety
Village.

III. COMMISSION BUSINESS

A. Findings of Facts:



I. P.C. Case #17-4-9 RAYNOR'S ADDITION (PROPOSED: AVAS - American
Valuation Appraisal Group, Inc.)
Secondary Approval of a I-Lot (C-3) Highway Commercial Subdivision and Joliet
Street Overlay District Development Plan WfWaiver of the Storm Drainage Control
Ordinance Regulations, ordinance No. 1708, Title X Entitled: Storm Water Detention
APPROVED W/CONTINGENCIES (6-0) 5/15/17
Mr. Rudd made a motion to approve which was seconded by Mr. Immig and carried 7-0.

B. Correspondence

Ms. Sulek stated there was no correspondence.

IV. ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:20 P.M.

Respectfully Submitted:
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